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THE STONEHEDGE HOTEL & SPA, A TROCA HOTELS PROPERTY, BECOMES  

THE FIRST CANNABIS FRIENDLY HOTEL IN MASSACHUSETTS ON 4/20/19 
 

 
TYNGSBOROUGH, MA (April 19, 2019) – Troca Hotels, a hotel investment, development and management 
company headquartered in Massachusetts, announced today that its property, The Stonehedge Hotel & Spa, 
an iconic lifestyle luxury hotel with 30 rooms, a restaurant and spa, becomes the first cannabis friendly hotel in 
Massachusetts on April 20, 2019.  
 
“The Stonehedge Hotel & Spa has been a unique destination in the Northern Boston suburbs for the past 30 
years,” said Beej Das, President & CEO of Troca Hotels. “We are seeking travelers and guests who already 
seek lifestyle luxury in their journeys and who appreciate the respectful, tolerant and at times playful 
atmosphere created by sophisticated cannabis consumers and their friends. These guests include artists, 
creators, writers, investors, educators, executives, musicians, captain of industry, lawyers, and thinkers,” 
added Das.  
 
There are currently ten U.S. states, including Massachusetts and Maine, that have legalized recreational 
marijuana use. This number could potentially double by the end of 2019. This reflects a dramatic and rapid 
shift in the public’s perception of the benefits of cannabis.  While the number of states where cannabis can be 
legally purchased and consumed has grown, lodging options for the growing base of legal cannabis 
consumers have remained non-existent.  
 
A recent web search of “cannabis” or “marijuana friendly hotels” in Massachusetts yielded only a handful of 
private residences, boarding houses, and bed and breakfasts. Troca Hotels’ brand values have always 
supported the legalization of cannabis. With the introduction of its 420 Experience Package, Troca Hotels will 
be a thoughtful and innovative cannabis friendly lifestyle lodging brand. The hotel will not supply cannabis to 
its guest and will not permit smoking in indoor public spaces, but will welcome discerning and discrete 
cannabis consumers to the property and its extensive grounds. More information on the package is available 
at http://bit.ly/cannafriendly 
 
“Our decision today is not as part of a crusade for cannabis use but rather, simply a continuation of our 
commitment to accept well-mannered individual choices,” added Das. 
 
The Stonehedge Hotel & Spa is built on over ten acres of land and located in North Suburban Boston, 
between the cities of Lowell, Mass., and Nashua, N.H. 
 
ABOUT TROCA HOTELS – The name Troca Hotels is derived from Portuguese and means passage, 
voyage, exchange and transformation, which is emblematic of the mission of the company to foster authentic 
and relevant exchange and connection between people from different places, cultures and viewpoints. Troca’s 
unique properties offer: a shift in time, pace and state of mind, an interchange of experience, and a passage 
to a new adventure. For more information, visit www.trocahotels.com.  
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